Spike patterns are among the most common electrophysiological descriptors of neuron types. Surprisingly, it is not clear how the diversity in firing patterns of the neurons in a network affects its activity dynamics. Here, we introduce the state-dependent stochastic bursting neuron model allowing for a change in its firing patterns independent of changes in its input-output firing rate relationship. Using this model, we show that the effect of single neuron spiking on the network dynamics is contingent on the network activity state. While spike bursting can both generate and disrupt oscillations, these patterns are ineffective in large regions of the network state space in changing the network activity qualitatively. Finally, we show that when single-neuron properties are made dependent on the population activity, a hysteresis like dynamics emerges. This novel phenomenon has important implications for determining the network response to time-varying inputs and for the network sensitivity at different operating points.
Introduction
couplings are strong and, hence, jittering of inhibition is not sucient for quenching oscillations (see also Supplementary 
Stability of the asynchronous state: Bursting makes the network susceptible to oscillations
When spikes arrive in a burst, the post-synaptic neuron receives a much bigger compound PSP due to the temporal 174 summation of individual spikes. Because we preserved the f − I curve of the neuron while making it bursting, eectively 175 each spike was replaced by B spikes while reducing the input rate by a factor B. This is equivalent to a network of 176 non-bursting neurons connected with a synaptic kernel that reects the temporal summation of spikes in the burst. This 177 analogy allows us to use the established mean-eld theory to investigate the stability of the AI state of the network 178 activity. 36, 38 Only when the compound PSP renders the AI state to become unstable, we would expect bursting neurons 179 to transform the AI state into the SI state, otherwise a change in the neuron spiking behavior will not aect the network 180 activity. 181 For simplicity in our network we kept the recurrent synaptic coupling strengths as J EE = J IE = J E and J II = J EI = J I , and J I = g · J E (where the subscript xy indicates a connection from the y population to the x population) . To check for the stability of the AI state, we introduced a small perturbation in the steady-state ring rate r P 0 of population P (excitatory or inhibitory), r P (t) = r P 0 + Re[r P 1 (λ )e λt ] where λ = x + jω with ω being the modulation frequency. The perturbation in the steady-state ring rate leads to a perturbation in the recurrent synaptic input I P (t) = I P 0 + Re[Î P 1 (λ )e λt ] where I P 0 is the baseline steady state synaptic input,Î P 1 (λ ) = J I S I (λ )r I 1 + J E S E (λ )r E 1 , and S I and S E are the synaptic 182 response functions. 38 183 Subsequently, the perturbation in the synaptic input would change the network ring rate by R P (λ )Î P 1 (λ ) (where 184 R P (λ ) is the neuron response function 38 ). In a recurrent network, if the rate perturbation,r P 1 is equal to the synaptic 185 input perturbation, the perturbation does not die out, indicating an instability of the asynchronous state. That is, for an 186 unstable asynchronous state:
We used the above equation to derive the conditions for the instability of the AI state by analyzing the following 188 7/32 equation: 38 When the network was tuned to be in an oscillatory regime (J E > J cr ), an increase of the number of bursting neurons 211 rst lead to a non-oscillatory network activity (H S ≈ 0.75, F = 25%). This weakening of the oscillations is a result 212 of mechanism-I. However, as the fraction of BS neurons was further increased (F ≥ 50%), mechanism-II became more 213 eective and counteracted mechanism-I, resulting in oscillatory network activity again (H S ≈ 0.5) (see Fig. 5B ). This operates in a moderately oscillatory regime (spectral entropy ≈ 0.5), spike bursts distort the temporal relation between 293 the excitation and inhibition necessary for these oscillations 37, 41 and, therefore, weaken the oscillations (mechanism-I).
294
In this regime, BS neurons increase the noise, thereby weakening oscillations ( Fig. 4, Fig. 7B ). On the other hand, spike 295 bursting reduces the eective coupling strength J cr (see eq. 1), causing the asynchronous activity state to destabilize 296 (mechanism-II). That is, bursting reduces the region in the network parameter space for which asynchronous activity is 297 stable (Fig. 5, Fig. 7B ). These two mechanisms are most in eect when the network activity is in a region in the activity 298 state space, close to the border between asynchronous and oscillatory states. By contrast, the highly asynchronous and 299 fully synchronous states remain unaected by the change in the neuron spiking behavior caused by 'replacing' FS neurons 300 by BS neurons.
301
Functional consequences of a bursting dependent network state change 302 We showed that weak oscillatory activity is especially susceptible to spike bursting and that even a low fraction of BS 303 neurons (≈ 30%) in the inhibitory population is sucient to quench oscillations (mechanism-I). Such a transient increase 304 in the activity of BS neurons could form a powerful mechanism to reset network oscillations. Network oscillations in 305 the γ band (30-80 Hz) are considered to form the basis of selective communication between weakly connected brain i.e., r−r min r max * B max , where r min is the ring rate of the population with minimum number of spikes per burst and r max is the 370 population ring rate for the maximum number of spikes per burst in the inhibitory neurons, B max . More specically, b is 371 drawn from a binomial distribution (every 1000 ms) b ∼ B(n, p) with mean E[b] = f (I inp ) = np, n denotes the maximum 372 number of spikes per burst which is xed to n = 4 and p is the probability of producing one spike. Thus the mean input 373 current to the neuron I inp aects the probability p. This we call the modied SSBN and this model is used in (Fig. 6 374 (inset)) only.
375
Asynchronous state 376 In the stable asynchronous state the population activity is constant r(t) = r E = r I = r 0 . The mean recurrent input that 377 each neuron receives is therefore also constant and given by 378
We study the stability of the asynchronous state following a linear perturbation approach 36, 38 . A small oscillatory modulation of the stationary ring rate r(t) = r 0 + r 1 e λt with r 1 ≪ 1 and λ = x + jω where ω is the modulation frequency leads to corresponding oscillation of the synaptic current
The ring rate in response to an oscillatory input is given by
The function U is given in terms of combinations of hypergeometric functions
In a recurrent network the modulation of the ring rate and the modulation of the synaptic input must be consistent.
Combining (2) and (3) we get
where S P is the synaptic response function for alpha-shaped postsynaptic currents a(t) = e · t/τ s · e −t/τ s P = E, I denotes either the excitatory or inhibitory population.
380
If the inhibitory population is bursting the synaptic response function is given by
where T b is the length of the inter spike interval within a burst and B is the number of spikes in a burst. To compensate 381 for the increased PSP due to bursting, the recurrent inhibitory ring rate is divided by B.
382
The critical coupling values at which modes have marginal stability with frequency ω i can then simply be computed by
The smallest value J cr = min{J E i } is the critical coupling value at which the rst complex pair of eigenvalues crosses 383 the imaginary axis and the system becomes unstable. The critical coupling values for dierent B is given by the dotted 384 line in Fig. 5A .
385
Networks 386 We generate networks of 4000 excitatory and 1000 inhibitory neurons randomly connected with a xed probability of 0.1.
Hysteresis

394
To test the network response when network activity and spikes per burst were mutually dependent we changed the number 395 of spikes per burst as a function of network ring rate. That is, at low ring rate, the network was composed only of 396 non-bursting neurons. However, as the network output ring rate was increased by slowly increasing the external input 397 was increased neurons started to burst. To implement a state-dependence of the burst size, we quantized the ring rate burst, we estimated the input rate either in 3 sec (Fig. 6A ) or 200 ms windows (Fig. 6B) . To change the network ring 401 rate, we changed the external input to the network in steps of 100 spikes/sec every 3 sec (Fig. 6A ) or 200 ms (Fig. 6B ).
402
The external input was varied until the BS neurons reached a maximal burst size B = 5), after that the external input 403 was reduced with the same rate.
404
Data Analysis
405
We use the mean ring rate (ν) and Fano facor (FF) to characterise the dynamical states of the networks. Mean ring rate is measured as the number of spikes per neuron per second. FF is used to quantify the synchrony in the network.
The FF of a population is dened as
To obtain a reliable estimate of the population activity, the cumulative activity of the spike trains of all the neurons in 
408
Coecient of variation, CV , of the inter-spike interval distribution T of a neuron, is given by
The mean CV of the neurons in a population gives the regularity of neuronal spiking in the population.
409
Spectral Entropy 410
To quantify the degree of oscillatory activity in a network we compute the spectral entropy H S , which is a measure of dispersion of spectral energy of a signal. 54 It is given by
where P k is the spectral power at frequency k and N is the total number of frequency bins considered. The power In the phase space of excitatory synaptic strength (J E ) and the number of spikes per burst(F), the bifurcation line (dotted black line) between the oscillatory and non-oscillatory states is the J cr value calculated analytically (for input mean = 14 mV and σ = 6 mV . d = 5 ms, t syn = 1 ms and V th = 20 mV ). . When the FS neurons in the inhibitory population are replaced by BS neurons the number of spikes per burst of the neurons in the inhibitory population is altered and the J cr value drops. A network in an initially asynchronous state can continue to remain asynchronous with the addition of BS neurons if the J E values are less than J cr for F = 4 (bottom panels). The network can transition from asynchronous to synchronous states with the change in F, if the J E is more than J cr for F = 4 (middle panels). Also, a network in an oscillatory state for F = 1 remains oscillatory for F = 4 (top panels). (*) Instead of replacing the entire FS population with BS neurons, dierent proportions of the inhibitory population were changed for the networks in panel ) with F = 1. It is observed that the addition of 25% BS neurons in a network in a synchronous state, destroys oscillations due to Mechanism -I. + The change in the ring rate of the excitatory population for transitions in ) while number of spikes per burst are changed. ())The owchart shows the dierent aspects that we glean from the results to establish the relationship between the single neuron properties and network dynamics (black lines). The description of the network eects of bursting through the two mechanisms was achieved by separating the eect of f − I curves from that of the ring patterns by using SSB neurons. The single neuron ring pattern made dependent on the network dynamics resulted in hysteresis.The gray lines show the unexplored facets of the relationship between the two in the manuscript.(*) This schematic summarizes how the two mechanisms control the oscillatory activity in the network. The addition of BS neurons in an oscillating system gives rise to a recurrent noise and destroys the ne temporal balance between E and I populations that give rise to oscillations and quench them. Mechanism-II shifts the bifurcation line in the phase space by reducing the J cr with the addition of BS neurons.
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Figure S1. Increased bursting reduces the frequency of input oscillations that can be tracked. In unconnected networks of dierent number of modied-SSBNs, we test how well sinusoidally modulated input of dierent frequencies could be followed by the population. For higher input frequencies, it is seen that for increased number of spikes per burst are less able to follow the input. The rasters and the z-scored PSTHs for dierent number of spikes per burst for a xed sinusoidal input (120 Hz) are shown in ()) and (*). (+) For a xed size of the neuron ensemble (N = 100) it is observed that the normalized power of the peak frequency drops and saturates at a very low value (≈ 0) for higher frequencies of the sinusoidally modulated input. (,) The map shows the maximum frequency of the input that can be tracked by dierent combinations of number of independent neurons in the population and the number of spikes per burst. While the value of the frequency drops with the increase in the number of spikes per burst, it can be compensated for by increasing the number of neurons in the ensemble. Figure S3 . A simple network producing an external input induced spiking of a presynaptic BS population. This BS population acted as the inhibitory presynaptic input to a regular LIF neuron. The membrane potential of this LIF neuron was maintained very close to the threshold by an external poissonian input. The percentage change in the variance of the membrane potential ()) and ring rate (*) of the postsynaptic LIF neuron with the varying number of spikes per burst in the presynaptic SSBN population is plotted. The increase in the size of the presynaptic population decreased the amount of changes in the variance of the membrane potential and the ring rate of the post-synaptic LIF with the change in the number of spikes per burst. Figure S4 . Burstiness of single neurons changes with network state. The number of spikes per burst that a BS neuron(Izhikevich model) produces depends on the state of the network. To quantify the burstiness of a neuron we use the Bursting Index. 57 This measure assigns a rank R n to every interspike interval (ISI) of a spike train. The lowest value of an ISI has zero rank. If the ISIs are independent, the value of each ISI can be considered to be a random number drawn from a uniform distribution between 1 and N, where N is the total number of ISIs. If a spike train contains a burst, then this assumption does not hold anymore. The Bursting Index is equivalent to the Rank Surprise (RS) statistic, which captures the discrepancy between the case of having independent and uniformly distributed sequence of variables R n , ..., R n+q−1 and the actual outcome in the case of a burst consisting of q number of spikes. It is given given by RS = −log(P(T q ≤ r n + ... + r n+q−1 )) where r n is the observed value of rank R n . T q is the sum of q discrete uniform variates between 1 and N. In the above gure, the average bursting index of BS neurons for dierent η and g values are shown in a randomly connected network of excitatory-BS neurons (Izhikevich model)
